What RIT learned this week
China

- Artistic
- Disciplined and focused
- Giving/sharing
- Committed to their field of study
Russia

- Goal oriented
- Sharks
- Standing tall
- Supportive
The Philippines

- Strong sense of culture
- Graceful
- Make others smile
- Will go home and impact others
Japan

- Bold and confident
- We assumed they were serious
- Funky
- Know how to balance work with fun
Because of you… we have goals.

Q: Present at World Federation of the Deaf and network with deaf artists.

Christopher: be a diplomat and get involved with deaf conferences worldwide.

Michelle: Learn more about deaf history and get involved with deaf women internationally.

Lizzie: Apply to international deaf camps and continue to be inspired.
We came here as strangers but we’re leaving as friends.

We love you all...